
Postdoctoral position for a LAUNCHPAD FET EU project: Module for Aberration Correction 
and Fast Volumetric Imaging in a Light Sheet Fluorescence Microscope (MAFIn)  

ICFO - The Institute of Photonic Sciences is offering a Postdoctoral Position in the Super 
resolution light microscopy and nanoscopy (SLN) facility 

(https://www.icfo.eu/lang/research/facilities), led by Dr. Pablo Loza-Alvarez. We are looking for a 

young and highly motivated postdoctoral fellow who wishes to enhance her/his scientific career 
in a friendly and stimulating environment working in the field of Advanced microscopy techniques, 
and particularly in the field of Light sheet fluorescence microscopy (LSFM).  

The goal of the MAFIn project is to develop a module for aberration correction and fast volumetric 
imaging to be adapted to a LSFM, either to current commercial systems or to custom-made setups 
in research labs, and easy to use by non-experts in life sciences applications. This, unique MAFIn 
prototype will be able to observe the fast cellular and intracellular dynamics that occur in biological 
samples in 3D with high resolutions. 

REQUIREMENTS 

Candidates must hold an internationally-recognized Ph.D.-equivalent degree (or evidence of its 
completion in the nearest future) preferably in physics, engineering or similar.  

The candidate should have a strong background in experimental optics, microscopy, 
instrumentation and control electronics, photonics and biomedical applications.  

In particular, we expect the candidate to be excited to build a fast 3D LSFM capable of measuring 
fast dynamic processes in different biological samples. 

Necessary skills: 

 Experimental optics and photonics. 
 Instrumentation and control. 
 Experience in microscopy. 
 Design and control of imaging setups. 

 
It will be positively valued if the candidate has experience on: 

 

 Adaptive optics.  
 Handling of biomedical samples. 
 Image processing. 

The contract is offered for a period of one year. Salary dependent on qualifications. 

ICFO is an equal employment opportunity employer. Candidates are selected exclusively on merit 
and potential on the basis of submitted application material. No restrictions of persons with 
disabilities, citizenship or gender apply to ICFO positions. ICFO abides by the principles of 
openness, efficiency, transparency, supportiveness, and international comparability as stated in 
the European Charter for Researchers and the European Code of Conduct for the Recruitment 
of Researchers. 
 
APPLICATION PROCEDURE 
 
The formal application should be submitted online via http://jobs.icfo.eu/?detail=439. 
 
Suitable candidates are requested to submit: 
- Presentation letter with a declaration of interest, 
- Curriculum Vitae, including contact details, 
- The contact e-mail of two potential referees. 
 
Candidates should be willing to be contacted by phone during the selection process. 

https://www.icfo.eu/lang/research/facilities
http://jobs.icfo.eu/?detail=439


 
Candidates may contact jobs@icfo.eu for informal enquiries regarding the application, as well as 
address scientific enquiries to pablo.loza@icfo.eu.  
 
 
Deadlines 
 
The call will remain open until September 1, 2019. 
 
For updated information about ICFO, please visit http://www.icfo.eu/  
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